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In the Caribbean, approximately 20 facilities allow In the Caribbean, approximately 20 facilities allow 
tourists to interact with dolphinstourists to interact with dolphins

Approximately 10Approximately 10--12 more facilities have been 12 more facilities have been 
proposed or permittedproposed or permitted

The cruise ship industry has fostered competition The cruise ship industry has fostered competition 
between islands for passenger dollars between islands for passenger dollars –– each island each island 
competes to offer diversified tourism activities competes to offer diversified tourism activities 

This is negatively impacting Caribbean dolphins and This is negatively impacting Caribbean dolphins and 
their habitattheir habitat



Almost all of the dolphins in Almost all of the dolphins in 
Caribbean facilities were captured Caribbean facilities were captured 

from the wildfrom the wild

Dolphins are often sourced (captured and Dolphins are often sourced (captured and 
exported) from areas where the status of wild exported) from areas where the status of wild 
dolphin populations is largely UNKNOWN (such dolphin populations is largely UNKNOWN (such 
as the Solomon Islands), or from a captiveas the Solomon Islands), or from a captive--
breeding program (using wildbreeding program (using wild--caught animals)caught animals)

Many dolphins in the Caribbean were captured Many dolphins in the Caribbean were captured 
in Cuba, where the status of dolphin in Cuba, where the status of dolphin 
populations is similarly UNKNOWN populations is similarly UNKNOWN –– systematic systematic 
studies to assess the status of populations studies to assess the status of populations 
there were only begun in the last few yearsthere were only begun in the last few years



Approximately 100 dolphins were captured over Approximately 100 dolphins were captured over 
the course of several months in 2003the course of several months in 2003

Several dolphins died during or soon after capture Several dolphins died during or soon after capture 
–– one of 28 that were exported to Mexico on July one of 28 that were exported to Mexico on July 
22, to 22, to AtlantidaAtlantida (Parque (Parque NizucNizuc) in Cancun, died soon ) in Cancun, died soon 
after arrivalafter arrival

This trade violated international agreements and This trade violated international agreements and 
at least one domestic law in Mexicoat least one domestic law in Mexico

The international dolphinarium association, the The international dolphinarium association, the 
Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks and Aquariums, Alliance of Marine Mammal Parks and Aquariums, 
revoked the membership of revoked the membership of AtlantidaAtlantida as a result of as a result of 
this trade, as the capture did not meet its standards this trade, as the capture did not meet its standards 
for sustainabilityfor sustainability

Solomon IslandsSolomon Islands



An NDF is supposed to be based on scientific 
assessments of populations

The Solomon Islands and Cuban NDFs contain no 
population estimates and no stock structure data – by 
any reasonable scientific measures, they cannot be 
used to support a sustainability claim

The Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) requires an exporting country to 
provide a “non-detriment finding” (NDF), to 
support wildlife captures and trade involving 

certain species (including dolphins)



IUCN Report on the Solomon Islands Capture (2003)IUCN Report on the Solomon Islands Capture (2003)

“No scientific assessment of the population-level effects of the 
removals of bottlenose dolphins in the Solomon Islands was 
undertaken in advance of the recent live-capture operations. 

Without any reliable data on numbers and population structure 
of bottlenose dolphins in this region, it is impossible to make a 

credible judgment about the impacts of this level of 
exploitation. Until such data are available, a non-detriment 
finding necessary under CITES Article IV is not possible.

Therefore CITES Parties should not issue permits to 
import dolphins from the Solomon Islands. 

Unfortunately, this episode of live-capture was undertaken with 
little or no serious investment in assessing the conservation 

implications for the affected dolphin population(s).”



This large number is not based on sound 
science and the actual captures have quite 

possibly depleted local Cuban dolphin stocks

By its own admission, Cuba By its own admission, Cuba 
has had an export quota of 15 has had an export quota of 15 
dolphins per year on average dolphins per year on average 
for at least the last decadefor at least the last decade



International trade in dolphins is epidemicInternational trade in dolphins is epidemic

It is lucrative (a single untrained dolphin can be It is lucrative (a single untrained dolphin can be 
worth tens and even hundreds of thousands of worth tens and even hundreds of thousands of 
US dollars) US dollars) 

International trade conventions, including CITES, International trade conventions, including CITES, 
nominally require sustainability, but this nominally require sustainability, but this 
requirement is often violatedrequirement is often violated

Thus, in practice trade is largely unregulatedThus, in practice trade is largely unregulated



On average, captured dolphins face an 
immediate six-fold increase in mortality risk

It takes more than a month for dolphins to 
adjust to captivity

Capture is a stressful, violent procedure 
that can induce a fatal state of shock



WHY?WHY?



Methods of captureMethods of capture

Seine netSeine net

HoopHoop--netnet

““Beluga rodeoBeluga rodeo””

DRIVE FISHERIESDRIVE FISHERIES



The Japanese drive fisheries are a uniquely 
violent, cruel, and unsustainable method of 
capturing dolphins for public display

The majority of dolphins are killed, their spines or 
throats brutally and inefficiently cut, either as “nuisance”
animals or to be processed for fertilizer or pet food –
some of the meat is sold for human consumption

Dolphins are driven to shore, panicked and 
injured, by small boats – some are set aside for 
sale to dolphinariums



Bottlenose dolphins, 
Risso’s dolphins, 
melon-headed 
whales, and other 
dolphin species are 
slaughtered in the 
drive fisheries. Many 
facilities in Asia and 
some outside that 
region have dolphins 
on display that were 
sourced from the 
drives.

The International 
Whaling Commission 
has asked the 
Japanese to 
discontinue these 
drives, as there are 
no data supporting 
their sustainability – 
the drives are 
almost certainly 
causing local 
depletions in dolphin 
stocks.



Recent studies have demonstrated that dolphins are self-aware, 
with highly sophisticated cognitive abilities.  In bottlenose dolphin 
societies, certain individuals are the social “glue” that holds the 

various pods of a population together – remove those individuals, 
by natural death, capture, killing, or any other means, and the 
population may lose cohesion and eventually disperse, to the 

detriment of the stock and the local ecosystem.



Clearly removal of individuals has 
impacts not only on the individuals 

captured, but on those members of the 
pod or population left behind



Dolphins face a Dolphins face a 
number of conditions number of conditions 
that can cause stress that can cause stress 

once they are in once they are in 
captivitycaptivity



RESTRICTED SPACERESTRICTED SPACE



POOR WATER QUALITYPOOR WATER QUALITY



LIMITED SOCIAL LIMITED SOCIAL 
ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT



BEHAVIORAL RESTRICTIONBEHAVIORAL RESTRICTION



INCREASED INCREASED 
MORTALITY/DECREASED MORTALITY/DECREASED 

LONGEVITYLONGEVITY



Annual mortality rates (mean percentage of population dying each
year) of bottlenose dolphins and killer whales 

in captivity vs. in the wild
____________________________________________________________

Mortality rate in captivity Mortality 
rate in the 
wild

____________________________________________________________________

Species Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Studies 5&6
____________________________________________________________________

Bottlenose
Dolphins 7.0% 7.4% 5.6% 5.7% 3.9%

Orcas 7.0%           -- 6.2% 6.2% 2.3%



INJURIES TO SWIMMERS



CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES

ANGUILLA



LA PAZ, BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR, MEXICO



JAMAICA



DOMINICAN REPUBLIC



HONDURAS



PARQUE CHANKANAAB, MEXICO



MISSISSIPPI, USA

Before Katrina

After Katrina





Recent Positive Developments in Recent Positive Developments in 
the Caribbeanthe Caribbean

Dominican Republic endorses dolphin research project and sustainDominican Republic endorses dolphin research project and sustainable dolphinable dolphin--
watchingwatching

Antigua rescinds dolphin capture permit and closes Dolphin DiscAntigua rescinds dolphin capture permit and closes Dolphin Discovery facilityovery facility

Haiti orders release of newly captured dolphinsHaiti orders release of newly captured dolphins

Guyana concludes that trade in live dolphins has been occurringGuyana concludes that trade in live dolphins has been occurring without proper without proper 
CITES authorizationCITES authorization

Radisson Seven Seas cruise line no longer promotes swimRadisson Seven Seas cruise line no longer promotes swim--with encounters to its with encounters to its 
passengerspassengers

Costa Rica prohibits captive display of cetaceansCosta Rica prohibits captive display of cetaceans

Netherlands Antilles develops policy opposing further expansionNetherlands Antilles develops policy opposing further expansion of cetacean of cetacean 
swimswim--with programswith programs

Mexico passes legislation that prohibits all live cetacean impoMexico passes legislation that prohibits all live cetacean imports and exports.rts and exports.



What is the cost of  What is the cost of  
entertainment?  entertainment?  

From the dolphins’ 
point of view, it is 

much too high
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